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Introduction
Handjob Harry knows that the reason women get a wedding ring instead of a wedding dildo is because
the most important part of their bodies are their hands! You can fuck a girl and she'll feel just like all the
others, but when she grips your groin and gives it a tug, you find out right away if she has any skills... or
if she is just another set of holes!

Adult Review
Hooray for handjobs - they aren't exactly glamorized  in mainstream porn these days, and it's honestly a damn shame. It might
be simple, but that doesn't mean that just anyone can come in and give a truly mind blowing handjob. In fact the amount of
women that use it as anything but getting you hard is dwindling by the day. Handjob Harry aims to stop this decline of
handjob action right in its tracks by getting lusty amateurs to wrap their soft fingers right around his rod.
  
  Although this might be a noble pursuit in Harry's eyes, he is also doing it for the most carnal of pleasures. To help that out,
he whips out the video camera and records every handjob for posterity in a POV angle.
  
  Handjob Harry is a busy man, and has so far gotten 34 amateurs to work his pole. This site is part of a large network, so the
navigation options might be a bit of a pain to get through at first. The Featured Series has the handjob episodes waiting for
you - the rest of the links will take you deep into the wild porn network.
  
  Each episode offers up a tasty video and photo set. The videos come in four different flavors. The top quality pick is the
Xvid, which does require you to have that specific codec. It's easy to get, and once you pick it up, if you haven't already,
you'll be able to watch the pov handjob action in 576x432 and 2 mbps. The other versions are slightly lower in quality but no
less entertaining - WMV, MP4, and Flash. The flash version is streaming only, and is perfect if you just want to dive right
into the action.
  
  The photos show off the action in stunning quality as well at 1024x680. These are actual stills as opposed to vidcaps, which
means Harry has a friend to help him, and that you'll get a slightly different view of the handjob action.
  
  Handjob Harry has a good sized collection, and although they don't update they are part of a network that has daily updates.
You can access this easily from the home page where you first log in to, and you'll be thankful for all the navigation options
once you see just how much content this bonus network has to offer. There are 120 bonus sites right off the bat, and another
23,000 bonus scenes. You'll find more handjob videos here, along with plenty of additional hardcore action.
  
  Handjob Harry is a great POV look at handjobs, and any handjob purist will enjoy these episodes. The bonus network will
keep you going for weeks, months, and years of porn, so this is a handjob value that is hard to ignore.

Porn Summary
Handjob Harry puts the fun back in handjobs with a POV look at these amateurs and their handy skills. There is a good
collection of handjob hotties here, along with a bonus network that will keep you chugging along with a massive amount of
porn.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Searching for the best stroke-job, that's Harry's mission in life!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 85 Interface: 84
Support: 85 Unique: 80    Taste: 88        Final: 85
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